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Thank you for purchasing a Caldwell Rock Jr shooting rest. The Rock Jr comes to you 

partially assembled. Please take a moment to locate all of the parts shown in this photo. 

Since we are always trying to improve our products, some components may vary slightly 

in appearance.

Medium Varmint Front Bag Filled Rock Jr Base Assembly Hardware Pack, 3 Spiked Feet

Cradle Plate

Ram Assembly Hex Key

J-Hook

Photo 1

Assembly Instructions

1. The first step to assembling the Rock Jr is to attach the Cradle Plate to the Ram Assembly using the M6 Screw in 

   the Ram Assembly and the provided Hex Key. The Cradle Plate has a tab in it that aligns with the slot in the ram 

   (SEE PHOTO 2). Position the Plate on the Ram so that the tab locks into the slot and securely attach with the Screw 

   and Hex Key (SEE PHOTO 3).

2. Take the assembled Cradle Plate and Ram Assembly and slide the Ram into the Base Assembly. The included Washer 

    should sit between the Base and the Elevation Wheel. Be sure to align the groove in the Ram with the Medium J-Hook 

   located in the Base Assembly. The J-Hook must be unscrewed enough to clear the lip at the end of the groove in the 

   Ram. Once the Ram is placed inside the Base, tighten the J-Hook to secure the Ram in place. (SEE PHOTO 4)

3. Attach the Medium Varmint Filled Front Bag to the Cradle Plate using the hook and loop straps (SEE PHOTO 5). 

   Trim excess strap length as desired.

4. The Rock Jr comes with the Rubber Feet already installed. The Rock Jr comes with optional Spiked Feet, should you 

   prefer this style.



Usage Instructions

1. Set the Rock Jr. on the shooting table or bench. The Rock Jr. base is in the shape of the letter “Y”. The lower leg of the 

    “Y” should be pointing to the rear, away from the target.

2. Place the unloaded rifle forend between the ears of the Front Rest Bag.

3. If you wish to use a rear bag (not included), position it under the rear of the rifle’s buttstock so the toe of the buttstock

   overhangs the bag by approximately 1”.

4. Loosen the J-Hook and use the Elevation Wheel to adjust the rest height so the rifle is lined up vertically with the 

   target. Tighten the J-Hook to secure the height at this elevation.

5. For fine adjustments in elevation, adjust the rear bag by manipulating it with the non-shooting hand.

6. For lateral adjustments, shift the rear bag to the right or left using the non-shooting hand.

Storage Instructions

For best results store The Rock Jr in a clean and dry environment. Periodically lubricate the threads on the elevation 

wheel, ram and feet to prevent corrosion.
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